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What are we trying to achieve?
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What are we trying to achieve?







“a new era in which people can use open 
data to generate insights, ideas, and 
services to create a better world for all”

G8 Open Data Charter 2013





police.uk - over 60 million visits
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Transportation is a classic example

Using live data from 
Transport for London 
in apps can save 
users time to the 
economic value of 
between £15 million 
and £58 million p.a.
BIS/Deloitte study













Barriers to re-use:
1.  Discoverability
2.  Standards
3.  Licences



Barrier 1: Discoverability



Barrier 1: Discoverability



Barrier 2: Standards

Number of datasets on data.gov.uk in a CSV format
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Concepts US UK France Canada EU Germany Japan Italy Russian 
Fed.

5.1H Licence licenseLicence Licence Licence Licence
Nutzungs- 
bestim-
mungen

ライセ
ンス Licenza

Условия 
использо
вания 
набора 
данных

G8 Metadata Mapping (example)
https://github.com/project-open-data/G8_Metadata_Mapping



Barrier 3: Licences





Watching the Watchers – James Bridle





Ellie Harrison: Vending Machine



Open Addresses: Discovery Phase

Crowdsourcing data?
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How is well-being data used? 
•  Dept of Health’s alcohol strategy against a consideration of national 

well-being.
•  Civil Service People survey - insights into staff well-being help steer 

HR policies. 
•  Dept of Work & Pensions is assessing impact on the well-being of 

the very-long-term unemployed.
•  Cabinet Office is evaluating the impact of National Citizen Service on 

the well-being of participants.
•  Berkeley Homes is using well-being as part of their evaluation of 

planning proposals.
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People don’t want data
They want information.



Questions?

Email: ulrich@theodi.org · Twitter: @statshero

Thank you!



https://github.com/
theodi/data-
definitions



Convened domain experts
+ Entrepreneur think-tanks
+ Federation of small businesses
+ Government procurement

Analysed and cleaned data
+ 350,000 EU tenders
+ 38 million UK transactions
+ 1.8m documents + 9,000 CSVs

National reach
+ Front-page Daily Telegraph    
   (Business Section) 

Development opportunities
+ Discover issues 
+ Create interventions
+ Predictive bid analytics 
 
 


http://tt.spendnetwork.com/

Identifying £22bn of cashflow delay to the UK economy



Helped convene domain-experts  
+ P2P lenders 
+ Banking professionals
+ Data analytics (ODI) 
+ Communications (ODI)


Analysed 14m records 

+ All the data (i.e. not a model)
+ Anonymised and analysed
+ ODI analytics & research


National & international reach
+ Front-page Financial Times 


Development opportunities

+ Be data intensive & policy-light
+ Create real-time view
+ Stimulate markethttp://smtm.labs.theodi.org/

Mapping £378m of peer-to-peer lending





Expert  
An exceptional example of information infrastructure.

Standard
Regularly published open data with robust support 
that people can rely on.

Pilot  
Data users receive extra support from, and can provide 
feedback to, the publisher.

Raw 
A great start at the basics of publishing open data.

The first robust quality 
badge for open data.



Five Aspects
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